It‘s time to make nuclear arms control
useful again

My own views on preventive measures:

•

Boosting some collective efforts on
nuclear arms control. This is from
CTBTO side, which recommends
reminding people about the dangers of
nuclear weapons, the technological and
human errors in the development and
maintenance of nuclear weapons.

•

Disarmament and non-proliferation.
We must respecting the right of
legitimate self-defence of each
country.

•

Deep understanding of the
consequences made by nuclear guns. In
this way there must be transparency
of social media/TV news in each
country to provide the real truth for the
citizens about the real situation.

•

Some negotiations each year with the
involve all states, especially those in a
possession of nuclear weapons.

•

As soon as possible – the early entry
into force of the CTBT, that bans all
nuclear explosions.

•

Obligations set out in the Budapest
Memorandum on Security
Assurance. The obligations must not
be violated in any way, as
Memorandum refers to three identical

political agreements signed at the OSCE
conference in Budapest, Hungary to
provid security assurances by its
signatories.
•

Respecting of sovereignty,
independence, territorial integrity of
each country around the globe.

•

Boosting international co-operation
between all countries in the nuclear
field.

•

Importance of the Nuclear Security
Summits, that aimed at preventing
nuclear terrorism around the globe.
These kind of Summits must be taken
each year.

•

We must support the international
organization such as OSCE, CTBTO,
UN, etc., that plays a part in confidence
and security building measures.

•

There must be promoted military
transparency and baned military
race between the countries.

•

THERE MUST BE BOOSTED PEACE
AND STABILITY BETWEEN THE
COUNTRIES AROUND THE GLOBE.

•

There should be more humanitarian
and GOVERNMENTAL help for
countries with unresolved
conflitcts/wars, such as Ukraine, Syria,
Israel&Palestine and so on. There must
be shown and increased governmental
transparency also to it’s citizens of each
country.

•

International Documents: Vienna
document, Helsinki final act and so
on – each country should implement
it in their own region.

Humanity power to avoid such nuclear
crisis
I strongly believe that pandemic Covid19 is a nuclear catastrophe, which is a
consequence left from unresolved
conflicts/wars and what’s most
important peace instability between the
countries around the globe. Everyone is
trying to blame guilt each other, for
example the most of countries says that
China is guilty (as pandemic has started
there), Russia says that guilty is US, US
says that guilty is China and PSO (from
the latest news) and so on I can write
and write. Latest news from newspapers
has showed that it’s Iran’s revenge to US
for killing Iran’s military commander
G.Q.Soleimani. So, I believe that ‘’virus’’
became latest battle between Iran, US
amid tensions.
So, I can call Covid-19 as a Nuclear
battle-2019/20, for which many
innocent people die. I tried to draw a
symbolic painting, which called “I’m a
nuclear war, but in a slow motion and in
a secret way.” A gun symbolise nuclear
arms control, a hand symbolise: warring
parties, a gun directed to the Earth, of
course, and on the gun – that secret
nuclear battle, called Covid-19.

